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It is a tremendous honour to have been asked to give this

lecture, and I must begin by warmly thanking the
Director and his colleagues for their very kind invitation. Charlemagne's grandson, Charles the Bald, in a
slightly garbled quotation of St John's Gospel, told an
assembly in 843, 'we wish to honour those from whom
we receive honour'; and that sentiment is certainly mine
this afternoon. This Institute has long been a place in
which I feel academically at home; and my debt to
German medieval scholarship is, as the notes to this
paper will indicate, one I can never repay. In 1994,
Hagen Schulze, the GHIL's former director, with a nice
combination of audacity and prudence, sketched what
he called 'a provisional outline history of the state and
the nation in Europe since the middle ages'. Proof of the
breadth of his vision- if further proof were needed- is
that he began that provisional history with some reflections on Charlemagne's revival of the Roman Empire:
'Because Europe had been so firmly lodged in the European mind by reason of its Carolingian revival, ... for all
the European successor states, ... the myth of a Roman
Empire had become the obligatory model. ... And so
Europe did not disintegrate as the Carolingian Empire
disintegrated ... but achieved an inner cohesion, precisely because of its plurality of states'. 1 The message
here is of glorious paradox: 'one of the major ironies of
history'. Charlemagne's un-united states of Europe derived a kind of unity from their diversity. An e pluribus
unum a thousand years ahead of its time.
Carolingianist historians since the Second World
War have tended to take opposed views of Charlemagne's project. Some, especially in the post-war generation, inclined to gloom, thinking that once expansion
stopped c. 800, and aristocrats ceased to benefit directly
from the regime, underlying divisions became more
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pronounced, magnates, always egotistic, now fastened
oppressively upon their own regions revealing the superficiality of their commitment to Charlemagne's reform agenda and dooming the empire to division, decline and fall. 2 More recently a more optimistic assessment has gained ground, assigning some effectiveness
to Charlemagne's government and some success to
reform ideals that reconditioned aristocratic values and
conduct. 3 Summarising these positions, and concluding
that 'both ... are largely accurate', Chris Wickham recently offered his own version of what I'll call Schulze's
paradox: 'There was a constant dialectic between the
state, with its enormous patronage powers, and local
societies [run by] ... local powers'.4
Opposition to Charlemagne has been most often
identified, and explained, by modern historians, German and French alike, as regional resistance, even
quasi-national resistance, to a unifying imperial project.
This scenario would cut Charlemagne down to size. But
Charlemagne is quite simply unimaginable as a C. J.
Friedrich-type solitary figure in a small clearing surrounded by impenetrable Germanic forests. His life was
lived surrounded by other people: the paterfamilias of a
large brood, beset by the shouts of petitioners thronging
his palace, choosing to spend leisure hours bathing in
the hot springs of Aachen with over a hundred companions, addressing assemblies of aristocrats and gentry,
and then pitching into campaigns along with them.
Cutting Charlemagne down to size is not my aim either.
I want to try, instead, to see him in his own context, not
viewed through the wrong end of a telescope.
Opposition belongs in that context. Opposition to
Charlemagne was not that of a modern institutionalised
'loyal' kind, though this leader certainly had loyal critics, counsellors who dared to speak truth to power. The
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type of opposition most often mentioned in contemporary accounts was that of societies and states that
resisted annexation. 5 Recalcitrant Aquitanians had been
effectively crushed by Charlemagne's father and only a
final mopping-up operation was required; Lombards
surrendered in a near-bloodless campaign after their
capital's defenders, including their king, had been weakened by an eight-month siege and ensuing illness; Bavarians, after their duke had been isolated, peacefully
accepted Frankish rule without a battle, in a showpiece
assembly where Bavarians and Franks together, and
with Lombards and Saxons too, judged against the
duke. 6 Only Saxons- who were pagan- resisted violently, to be defeated, piecemeal, by Charlemagne's
armies after thirty years of on-off warfare and finally by
large-scale deportations.7It was precisely because these
'societies' were not unitary but internally diverse, consisting of groups variously bound by ties of kindred,
locality and/ or shared lordship, that Charlemagne could
readily divide and rule by winning over susceptible local
elites, and in the Saxons' case, converting in stages, in
families and groups. His pitch was one of association.
Aquitanians, Lombards, Bavarians and Saxons, all kept
their customary laws, with local courts presided over by
their own leading men, bound to Charlemagne by
personal and collective fidelity sealed by oaths. Resistance by those on the receiving-end of Frankish aggression is not a kind of opposition I want to consider in this
paper.
You may have noted that my title looks as if it lacks
a definite article. The omission was deliberate, because
I wanted to avoid giving an anachronistic impression
that there was a single, coherent, opposition persisting
over a considerable time. The author of what I think is
still the only book devoted to my subject called it
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'oppositional groups'. 8 That choice of title pointed in the
right direction. Perhaps, though, it underestimates the
extent to which opposition was positional, hence quite
short-lived. Let me move to what Frankish authors
generally categorised as coniurationes, against Charlemagne, and clearly regarded as extremely serious threats
to his survival and that of his regime because they came
from within his realm. Coniurationes are usually translated into modern English as conspiracies; but actually
the word means what it says: a swearing-together. 9 Two
such, and only two, are mentioned in contemporary
annals. The same two, and these only, are mentioned by
Charlemagne's biographer, Einhard. Not constrained,
as annal-authors were, by chronological sequence,
Einhard mentions the later one first, in c. 20 of the Life. 10
He had just described at some length, in c. 19 Charlemagne's successive wives and children. The next chapter begins rather abruptly:
He had a son called Pippin by a concubine- I have
postponed mentioning him among the others till
now- he was handsome but a hunchback. While
hisfatherwas wintering in Bavaria,. .. Pippin feigned
illness, and made a sworn association (coniuravit)
against his father with some of the leading men of
the kingdom who had drawn him into it with a vain
promise of a kingdom (regnum). After the plot (fraus)
had been uncovered, and the fellow-swearers
(coniuratores) condemned, his father allowed him to
be tonsured and, since he was willing, to devote
himself to a religious life in the monastery of Prüm.
There was also another, earlier (prius), powerful
sworn association (coniuratio) against him in
Germania. Of those responsible, some were
blinded,
some mutilated, others exiled, and only three were
killed ... But the cause and origin of both these sworn
associations is thought to have been the cruelty of
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QueenFastrada. In both cases of conspiracy against
the king, therefore, the reason was that he seemed
to have abandoned the usual kindness and gentleness of his nature by consenting to his wife's cruelty. Otherwise, throughout his whole life, his behaviour in private and in public evoked such love
and favour from everyone that never was even the
least accusation of unjust cruelty made against him
by anyone at all. 11
As elsewhere in the Life, Einhard seems to protest too
much. He affirms Charlemagne's mildness too insistently, and Fastrada's cruelty too loudly. The telling
about the second revolt, and then mentioning the earlier
one as if by an afterthought, raises suspicions. Why did
Charlemagne need to be whitewashed? Why was
Fastrada made the scapegoat? 12
Like Einhard, I will discuss Pippin's coniuratio first,
not for Einhard' s basically apologetic reasons, but because the explanation in this case is easier to seek. The
developmental cycle of a royal family within the structure of dynastic politics made tensions inevitable: meaning that the likeliest source of opposition to Charlemagne lay in the heart of his family.13Pippin was
Charlemagne's eldest son, by a woman whom Einhard,
as just quoted, and other ninth-century sources call a
concubine, but whom Pope Stephen Ill, writing in 770,
believed to be a wife. 14 Einhard alone also labels Pippin
a hunchback. Did the young man's medical condition
only appear later in life? 15 Or was this another retrospective defamation, justifying Pippin's exclusion to
benefit the sons of Charlemagne's third wife, Hildegard?
At the time of the revolt Pippin was aged 22, well and
truly adult. His three younger half-brothers, Charlemagne's sons by a later wife, had already received subkingdoms; and one of them, who had been baptised
Carloman, had been renamed Pippin in an elaborate
9

ceremony performed in Rome by the pope. 16 This may
not have implied that his elder namesake was to be
sidelined, however. 17 While the younger Pippin had
been installed as king of Italy since 781 and come of age
in (at the latest) 791, the older Pippin had retained high
status at court. That the ARF make no mention of his
campaigning in the 780s could well be the result, again,
of the tailoring of the record following 792. A significant
piece of evidence, because not subjected to retrospective
tampering, is a set of liturgical acclamations (laudes
regiae) from Soissons, datable to between 783 and 792,
naming Pippin first among Charlemagne's sons, with
the Young Charles' name following his. 18 Pippin was
presumably allowed a retinue of young nobles, or he
would have lacked followers in 792. With Charlemagne's
bloodless take-over of the large and strategically important region of Bavaria in 788, and a further four years of
determined reconciliation of malcontents, and some
local redistribution of office and power, Pippin and his
supporters - who included 'many of the most noble
young men and old men of the Franks' 19 - could well
have felt his hour had come, now that, with Tassilo's
downfall, a 'realm' had as it were become available in
the form of Bavaria, long eyed greedily by the Franks. 20
If another liturgical text, a list of those to be prayed for
by clerics at Preising cathedral, can be dated to 791/2,
then the community at that point acknowledged Pippin
as rex and after his name came that of 'Karalus', presumably Charles the Younger. Bavarians would then
have been among Pippin's key supporters. 21
But support also lay further west. The two identifiable magnates involved were the bishop of Verdun and
Count Theodold whose county probably lay in what is
now northern France.22 This suggests that Bavaria was
not the only or even the main objective. Another con10

temporary, the author of the Lorsch Annals, describing
the consilium pessimum supplies more details about its
aim: 'they [note that plural] wanted to kill the king
(Charlemagne) and his sons by a lawful wife, and he
[note the change of subject] wanted to reign in the king's
place, just like Abimelech in the days of the judges of
Israel who slew his brothers [half-brothers], 70 men
upon a single stone, and reigned in the place of his father
Gideon.'23You only need to recall cc. 8 and 9 of the Old
Testament Book of Judges to get the coded message:
Abimelech' s coup had the support of his mother's brothers.24 So, who was the mother? She was Himiltrude, and
the writer of these annals had just named her in identifying Pippin as her son, in the same sentence as, a few
words further on, he used the plural verb voluerunt 'they wanted', as in, 'they wanted to kill Charlemagne'.
I suggest that Himiltrude is the co-subject of that verb,
along with her son. Whatever had happened to her
since Charlemagne had formed what Einhard presents
as successive relationships with bed-sharers two, three,
and four- and historians politely guess that she must
have been removed from court, and put into a convent
- this well-informed source is telling us that she was
with her son Pippin as he hatched his wicked plan, and
by mentioning Abimelech, our source is adding that her
brothers were involved too. It's a pity that we can't
identify them, though various guesses have been offered, but we do know she and they were Franks.
Einhard maybe contrasts the earlier revolt facta in
Germania with this one, west of the Rhine. Fortunately
one further fact is known about Himiltrude. She was
buried at Nivelles, near Liège, where her grave was
excavated in the 1970s.25 Her bones show she was aged
35-40 at the time of her death: assuming she was in her
early teens when the young Charlemagne fathered her
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son in c. 769, she was quite probably still alive and
kicking in 792. 26 Her presence at her son's side in the
revolt is not impossible, then. Given the bucketloads of
whitewash and screaming silences in Einhard's account, plus the fact that he was writing decades after
792, whereas the author of the Lorsch Annals was
writing at the time, and is probably the best source we
have, I would go as far as to say that Himiltrude' s role
is not just possible but probable. Now this gives a new
twist to the idea of women having a strong presence in
the politics of Charlemagne's reign. His daughters certainly did, but what about his sexual partners? Suppose
we extend the notion of 'the court' (and remember that
before the Aachen years, the court was a moveable
feast) to include a major Carolingian convent, patronised, we know, by others among Charlemagne's women,
and visited, in effect ex officio, by his fifth and last official
partner Liutgard and his daughters on the Feast of the
Assumption in 798. 27 I think we should call none of
these women out of court unless and until we know they
were dead. Silvia Konecny dared to suggest that Himiltrude might for many years after her 'repudiation' have
been living at Nivelles, where presumably she was in
close touch with Charlemagne's aulici including her
own son. From Himiltrude's standpoint, anyway, the
treatment of Pippin by his father surely looked like
cruelty. This was not a 'national revolt', but a struggle
(the kind in which women often played key roles) over
the allocation of royal-family power in the regnum
composed of plural regna. Some other Frankish magnates agreed with Himiltrude: at least they thought
opposition was worth engaging in. Some Bavarians did
too, and perhaps planned to restore Tassilo under Pippin's overlordship. Such wild surmises fall into the black
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hole of damnatio memoriae to which Charlemagne consigned both his eldest son and his cousin Tassilo. 28
I turn now to the earlier sworn association, the one in
Germania. I leave that phrase in Latin to signal that the
geographical term refers to lands east of the Rhine. I
have said, following Einhard, that this rebellion too
came from within the empire. Not all historians would
agree. The usual explanation offered for this revolt is
regional separatism or even national resistance to Frankish rule. 29 The opposition, in other words, was really
from without rather than from within. This claim relies
on the report of contemporary annals from the monastery of Murbach in southern Alsace that 'Thuringians'
- usually, but perhaps misleadingly, translated 'the
Thuringians' - plotted to kill the king; but this writer
names no names. 30 Other contemporary annals written
in Francia credit the plot to East Franks and name the
leader as a Frank called Hardrad. 31 Were there two
revolts, then? I'd rather not multiply them beyond
necessity. There were, instead, two different perspectives on a combined uprising. Several annal-writers
reported that the rebels were East Franks. 32 The Murbach
author chose not to mention East Franks, but relayed a
dramatic story of a marriage-alliance between a West
Frankish man and a Thuringian woman that went
wrong, of Charlemagne's heavy-handed attempt to
intervene (he sent an envoy demanding that the bride be
sent over within the time specified by the law), of angry
'Thuringians' insulting Frankish nobles and Charlemagne alike, and then, terrified into bloodless surrender, being severely punished by the king. (I will come
back to that presently). This unequivocally antiThuringian story was perhaps intended to deflect attention from East Frankish rebels to a group further east.
But an East Frankish dimension to the revolt was sig13

nalled nonetheless, even by the Murbach author, when
he reported that before surrendering to Charlemagne,
'Thuringian' rebels had fled to Fulda and the protection
of St Boniface who was buried there, 'so that through his
merits, the king might forgive their treachery' - adding
that the abbot of Fulda had spoken peaceable and sweet
words to them, while sending a messenger to tell Charlemagne everything. Clearly Baugulf, a Rhineland Frank
from Germania, knew which side his bread was buttered.33
Now before offering my own interpretation of what
was going on here, I want to stand back from these grim
events and make a point about method. It will strike
early medievalists as fairly obvious. The annalistic sources
for Charlemagne's reign are for the most part individually poor. The most famous are quasi-official, apparently inspired by the royal court (if not actually written
there). Others, relatively underplayed in modern historiography, are regional productions which sometimes suggest different readings. Occasionally, they expand into
a true narrative, like that of the Murbach annal for 786.
Historians compare and contrast, and so produce reconstructions of wie es eigentlich gewesen ist - as von
Ranke did using precisely this evidence. But actually
that will only get you so far: the eigentlich being construed in narrowly political terms of war, resistance,
revenge. Is there any evidence for what Charlemagne
and his aristocratic contemporaries did when not engaged in war and repression? The way to contextualise
the annalistic record is to look at charters, documents
recording transfers of property. These documents are
even more resolutely local than annals; but if you view
them synoptically, you get an impression of other highly
relevant concerns and priorities.
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An example from a rather later period exemplifies
this point: it is Karl Leyser's examination of what he
called 'the secular crisis of medieval Germany' in the
eleventh century. The annals of that time record the
appeals of Saxon rebels to liberty; the charters show that
in affirming monarchic power the Salian kings meant
business. Granting property in proprietatem might sound
a more complete type of concession than ownership by
hereditary right, but in fact such holdings were more
precarious from the donor's standpoint, since, because
originally given by a king, they were far more subject to
revocation by the king as punishment for noble infidelitas,
rebellion. Henry Ill called such punishment ius regni.
Royal confiscations punishing infidelitas were the greatest of the grievances of the Saxon rebels in 1073.34 In
calling this the 'secular' crisis of the eleventh century,
Karl Leyser meant to remind readers that the famous
ecclesiastical crisis was not the only, or even the most
important, one. Leyser's point was that narratives and
charters must cross-inform each other as types of evidence, and that church history and secular history need
to be viewed bi-focally.
Now, armed with these methodological exempla, I
return to the eighth century and the opposition to
Charlemagne in 785-6. There are very much larger
numbers of private charters, that is, non-royal charters,
from the reign of Charlemagne than from any earlier
period - and from any later period before the twelfth
century. This spike has often been attributed to general
trends in charter-making and charter-keeping across
Latin Christendom, which is certainly part of the story,
but begs the question of why there was a spike in the
gifts the charters recorded, namely, gifts to churches. Of
course accidents of survival are always of some relevance in explaining absences. But three further expla15

nations can be offered for what has been preserved, and
where. First, the habit of giving to churches and desiring
records to be kept spread to lesser landowners in a
trickle-down of practices hitherto confined to kings and
great nobles: lesser landowners meant smaller gifts to
lesser churches, but within the same strategic scenario
of the deployment of family property among family
members and clients. 35 Second, the spike is associated
with specifically regional trends, the spreading and
social deepening of Christianity east of the Rhine in the
eighth century. The really huge charter-collections come
from these regions, especially significant in the present
context those of Fulda and Lorsch, monasteries founded
in 744 and 764 respectively, situated in east Francia but
with patrons further east in Saxony and Thuringia.
From these two collections survive well over 3000 charters from the reign of Charlemagne. 36 Third, is the
impact of Charlemagne himself, not just his political
power but his cultural influence as a patron. A young
colleague, Conrad Leyser once asked, provocatively,
how would you have known you were living in Charlemagne's empire? My answer: You knew, and you
couldn't help knowing, not just because of the demands
his regime made but, in this context especially relevant,
because of the tone-setting and trend-setting influences
of his religious patronage. To see how that worked, and
since joining up things that accidents of historiography
have kept divided is among the most pressing tasks for
an early medieval historian, we need to link the local
charters with the charters of Charlemagne himself.
A glance at the charters of Charlemagne shows an
interesting pattern of distribution in the early part of the
reign, that is, in the 770s and early 780s. The total
number of known charters for 769-783 (inclusive) is 97
(out of a total of 167 for the whole reign). 37 The excep16

tional figures for 775 (23) and 770 (1) apart, the annual
figures fluctuate between 9 and 3. No charters at all
survive for 784 and 785. Just a fraction under 60% of all
Charlemagne's extant charters are from the first 15
years of his 46-year reign: not an unusual pattern for
early medieval reigns. Virtually all these are grants to
churches, and nearly all of those are confirmations of
earlier kings' grants, or concessions of privileges, not of
land. A small minority record Charlemagne's direct
interventions in disputes over proprietary rights in
churches; these can be supplemented by other interventions not evidenced in the charter record but in other
sources. Some of these involved major churches: a judgement of 772 (D 65) removing the monastery of Lorsch
from the ownership of its founding family was followed
shortly afterwards (772 or 773) by Charlemagne's taking of Lorsch, nostrum monasterium, ... in mundeburdem
vel defensionem nostrum 'into our protection or defence'. 38
In 782 a similar sequence brought the monastery of
Mettlach out of its founding family's hands and into the
lordship of the archbishopric of Trier, but, again, into
royal lordship, in a royal judgement which, to quote
Susan Wood, 'comes close to implying that the property
of the bishopric [of Trier] itself is the king's to claim in
law'. 39 In her recent searching analysis of this phenomenon, Wood points to the 'large number' of monasteries
that were given to Charlemagne by their founders or
founder-abbots: 40 they included Hersfeld, which its
founder put (to quote Charlemagne) 'sub nostram
tu[ d ]icionem filiorumque nostris et genealogia nostra'
in 775. 41 Two counts saw their tithe income transferred
by Charlemagne to Hersfeld in 780 through a 'precept of
our authority'. 42 A few years later, a man named Alpad
found himself investigated by a pair of Charlemagne's
missi- one of them was the abbot of the Carolingian
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family-monastery of Prüm- and deprived of substantial
estates which were found to have rightfully belonged to
the king himself, who promptly assigned them to Prüm.43
Charlemagne was a lord of many great churches, that is,
bishoprics and abbeys. But he 'did not found monasteries, he acquired them'. 44 This was how he built up what
German historians call his Reichskirche 'especially in this
crucial area between Middle Rhine, Saxony and upper
Danube'.45 The aspect of lordship most critical for the
Einstaatung of the Church was the imposition of demands for military service from tenants of church lands.46
The charter record shows that the great heave of royal
policy in this direction occurred in the first third of
Charlemagne's reign.
Two other royal interventions bring us closer to 785.
Fulda, in royal 'defence' since 765 (in the days of Charlemagne's father Pippin) was assigned as its abbot,
apparently in the later 770s, Baugulf, whom we have
already met as a former count and trusty of the king but
with roots in the aristocracy of the Middle Rhine, while
the monastery of Murbach, where the Annales Nazariani
were written and whence they were circulated, seems to
have come into Charlemagne's lordship c.782. A final
piece of evidence is a charter dated December 781:
Charlemagne's gift to Fulda of the estate of Rossdorf. 47
Two places of that name occur among the charters of
Fulda, one in Hesse in the Lahngau, the other in
Thuringia: you can imagine the arguments historians
have waged about which this is. Charlemagne says: 'we
have granted to the monastery of the Saviour on the
river Fulda where lies St Boniface and where Baugulf is
abbot, our estate called Rossdorf, which Hardrad gave
by charters to that holy place, and afterwards our missi
gained it by a judgement as ours (ad opus nostrum
conquisierunt),48and also what the monks got through
18

[those] earlier charters in dues and renders from the
people (conlata populi) on that estate, all of it in its
totality, and we have conceded it as a whole to that
abovementioned holy place, and we have handed it
over whole and entire to that above-mentioned holy
place for possessing in perpetuity.' The formulae here
are oddly repetitive (do they protest too much?), but the
gist is clear: Hardrad gave some land and rights to
Fulda, Charlemagne's missi successfully laid claim to
these as his, and he now gave them to Fulda. The
question immediately comes to mind: is this the Hardrad
of the 785 revolt? Curiously, the question-mark over the
land's location (is 'Rostorp' /Rossdorf in Thuringia or
Hesse?) is repeated over the donor: men called Hardrad/
Haldrad/ Aldrat are recorded in charters of Fulda and
of Lorsch in the Lahngau and in Thuringia. 49 But perhaps it doesn't matter too much if this Hardrad is the
785 Hardrad (the man in Charlemagne's charter is not
entitled count) or a kinsman of his, or even just a
homonym. What matters in this charter is the detail
about Charlemagne's work methods: the sending-in of
missi to swing a judgement in a local court, the overriding of a local man's rights and gift, and the king's
take-over of both the land and, by its re-donation on his
own account, the spiritual benefits of the gift. Charlemagne did these things not by virtue of his lordship of
Fulda, though no doubt the abbot was a willing enough
ally, but by political intervention in the locality, and the
local society, concerned, through what we might call
conquisitive agents: missi who did not arrive unaccompanied. We recall the satellites whom Charlemagne sent
in fury against the rebels in 786: men who 'in wise and
trusty fashion devastated their estates and properties'. 50
Matthew Innes has justly written: 'Charlemagne
was not trying to force the local aristocracy to its knees,
19

but to make local power-holders more answerable to the
centre. Thanks to the successful prosecution of expansive warfare, and the possibility of high office through
royal patronage, the aristocracy had a vested interest in
the Carolingian system which eased the enactment of
structural changes.' 51 But you could not build up a
Reichskirche just by structural changes, or by being polite
about easing their enactment, any more than you can
make an omelette without breaking eggs. It is a matter
of luck that Charlemagne's D 140 survives; but other
charters point towards similar tactics. I suggest that a
crisis point was reached in the early 780s: not just by
obscure local acts of high-handedness, but after the
judicial execution of a large number of Saxons at Verden
in 782; after the subsequent issuing of draconian decrees
for the government of conquered Saxony; and after
Charlemagne ' s insulting personal intervention in the
marriage-alliance between a leading West Frank and
the daughter of a leading Thuringian. Of a piece with
these acts of dishonouring and violence was the treatment meted out to the 785 rebels in a peculiarly brutal
way: the auctores of the rebellion, that is, the leaders
(numbers unspecified), having surrendered, were sent
in groups, under the guard of Charlemagne's missi, to
the shrines of the saints to swear fidelity to Charlemagne and his sons, but having done this, some had
their eyes torn out on the return journey, others were
judicially tried and condemned at an assembly at Worms,
some then had their eyes torn out and the rest were
exiled, 'and all their possessions and estates were taken
into the royal fisc'. 52 Blinding was in effect a new form
of judicial punishment in Francia (earlier cases there
and in Spain were far beyond the horizon of memory)
though this punishment had recently got a new lease of
life in Byzantium and in Italy. It was specified in Chris20

tian Roman Law as the punishment for lèse majesté
represented in the Murbach annals as commuted by
princely clemency. 53 I infer Charlemagne's determination to squeeze all the ideological capital he could from
the 785 / 6 revolt.
There are important implications here for Charlemagne's increased reliance on oaths of fidelity. 54 Some
historians have expressed surprise that the 785 rebels
swore such oaths only after having rebelled, and only
after having sworn were they brutally punished by
Charlemagne's agents. The sequence of events, given
that Charlemagne was placing a new emphasis on
oaths precisely to promote loyalty, might, from a modern standpoint, be thought illegal, illogical and inept,
the fates of the rebel leaders likely to generate cynicism
rather than trust. But such reactions fail to take into
account one of the oath's functions, which was to act as
a test, a kind of ordeal, interpretable as proof of guilt
requiring punishment rather as confession required
penance. It is unlikely, therefore, that Charlemagne's
contemporaries regarded the procedures of 785 as illegal; and indeed the Chronicle of Fredegar, a historical
text known to Charlemagne and his aulici, depicts a
comparable mid-seventh-century process as self-evidently justified. 55 Logic was in the eyes of beholders. As
for political aptness, in the sense of effectiveness, proof
of that was in the aftermath. Loyalty oaths were required, and taken, regularly after 786, though sworn
associations had been prohibited in the Capitulary of
Herstal (779). Such prohibitions grew more frequent
and peremptory. 56 The coniurationes centred on Hardrad
and Pippin were the last of their kind, so far as we can
tell. After 792, there were no further sworn associations
against Charlemagne or his sons. The fates of the rebel
leaders in 785/6 did not, apparently, preclude the
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engendering of trust. Rather, they showed the oaths of
these rebels to be false. The repeated use of 'proof'words, conprobatur, noscuntur, cognoscentur, noscuntur,
leads up to a resounding ergo and a final conprobatur. 57
'Therefore' the king is safe and sound: and the sequence
of events proves that God protects the king. Charles,
'ruling in the best possible way', deserves a little paean
of praise.
Finally, I want briefly to compare the coniurationes of
785 and 782. Any comparison of the actual seriousness
of the two must start from the impression given by the
contemporary sources that the 785 rebellion collapsed
from loss of confidence on the rebels' part before it had
properly begtm. It should also take account of the sense
of huge relief conveyed by the author of the Lorsch
Annals under the year 793: 'when he had identified his
faithful men ... who did not support Pippin in his most
wicked plot, he rewarded them abundantly, with gold
and silver, silk, and manifold gifts'. 58 While none of the
contemporary sources for 792 mentions blinding, the socalled 'revised' version of the ARF mentions executions
by the sword and the gallows and explicitly calls these
punishments for lèse majesté.59Hardrad's revolt might
be considered a local-provincial affair, whereas the 792
revolt involved a West Frankish count and a Frankish
bishop as well as Bavarians. While rebels in both cases
aimed to kill the king, in 792 the king's sons too were
targets - all save Pippin called 'the hunchback', who
was to rule in the stead of them all. It would be possible
to conclude that the 792 revolt was much more serious
than that of 785.
I incline, nevertheless, to the opposite conclusion. It is
hard to find a happy royal family in any dynastic system
(though as Tolstoy pointed out every unhappy family is
unhappy in a different way). The tensions that arose
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from conflict within the royal family were endemic in a
set of practices that privileged serial monogamy for the
king, hence produced a series of queens and of sons by
different mothers. Tensions arose too from the partibility
of large, composite kingdoms, and uncertainties about
the succession. In Charlemagne's case, and in a broader
comparative context, the impressive thing is his success
in heading off filial revolt or conflict between his sons.
Why, contemporaries might well have asked, had Pippin 'the hunchback' not rebelled sooner, and why did
his half-brothers never rebel? That the mother of those
half-brothers had died in 783, and that her brother died
in 799; that Charlemagne's unmarried sister and unmarried daughters at or close to the palace worked to
keep peace within the family; that no daughter-in-law
resided in Charlemagne's palace to act as a focus for any
rival faction; that Charlemagne controlled whether or
not his sons married and if so when and to whom
(whereas in Constantinople, the young emperor's determination to marry without his mother Eirene' s approval
sealed his fate, and perhaps, in fairly short order, hers):
all these points may have much to do with the relative
quiet on the western front.
The 785 revolt, on the other hand, seems to me so
significant precisely because it arose as a provincial
reaction against the political practices of the regime
itself: practices so strongly in evidence in the years down
to 783. Recall that for the years 784 and 785 no charter
of Charlemagne's survives at all. Had the king forgotten
the arts of patronage-management? Or was he simply
too preoccupied with bringing the Saxon wars to what
seemed at the time a good conclusion? 60 I would see his
marriage to Fastrada in 783 as, if anything, an attempt
to consolidate support in Germania; and the castigating
of her crudelitas seems to me a rather crude attempt in
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texts written exclusively after her death (in 794) to
divert blame from where it belonged. The striking consequence of the 785 coniuratio was the way it set Charlemagne thinking about the management of dissent. In
response to that revolt, remember, he required the former
rebels to swear fidelity to himself and his children.
Having those oath-swearers arrested on their way back
to the palace, and having their eyes torn out, were acts
of justifiable retribution, testimonies to Charlemagne's
conviction that these oath-swearers were already forsworn. In the aftermath, Charlemagne reflected. And
what he and his counsellors came up with was another
case of something old: an oath of fidelity for all. 61 Recent
work on the Formulary of Marculf, which provides an
oath-formula 'for the people to swear their submission
to the king' strengthens considerably the case for regarding this Merovingian practice, complete with the
sending-out of missi with relics for the oath-swearing, as
only briefly, if ever, out of use. 62 When Charlemagne
decided to place a new emphasis on such oaths, in 789,
he sent out missi instructing them to explain why these
oaths were necessary: though similar oaths were of old
custom, recently those faithless ones who had plotted to
cause great strife in the kingdom and conspired against
the king's life had said, when questioned, that they had
never sworn fidelity to him. 63 Along with a number of
other scholars, I date this to 789. The setting of the new
oath-swearings is carefully specified: it is to be a local
assembly, or rather a great number of assemblies, which
the pagenses, the men of each county, attend in military
gear. Many will complain that their law has not been
fully kept. A dialogue is scripted here, between the
armed plaintiffs and the missi, the representatives of the
king, with the local count present as the regular officer
responsible. The missi, in reassuring mode, must explain
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that all may believe (and therefore trust) the king's wish
that their law be kept, that is, that their rights by
customary law be observed. Missi and count must take
complaints on to the king. The oath will then be sworn,
and the oath-swearers will go on to the year's campaign
'to help the lord king' (in solatia domni regis). The pagenses
constitute in a sense an opposition- a loyal opposition:
they oppose the regime's excesses. But they do so from
a fundamental position of fidelity - now confirmed by
oath. Charlemagne undertakes to be a listening king: a
hearer of grievances, a corrector of injustice. These oathswearings, these collective performances and experiences, were intended for replication all over the empire.
These oaths manifested, and made, the connexions
between local assemblies and regnal ones.
Charlemagne learned on the job - throughout his
life. He responded to challenges by coming up with old
solutions to which new contexts lent an aspect of newness. The oaths were a case in point. Charlemagne spent
the last part of his reign remedying the flaws which had
emerged in the first part. In his later public utterances,
he highlighted the flaws, monitored his own performance, and promised improvement. Contrasting the Old
Testament to the New, signalling a new kind of ethics
and public-spiritedness, he implicitly renounced the
mistakes of his own past. 64 You might almost see this as
a second-term Charlemagne. There was a necessary
complement: knowing his own capacity to adapt, and
to change himself, he credited, and demanded, similar
capacities on the part of his faithful men. Heinrich
Fichtenau wrote in what I still think is the best book on
Charlemagne's empire: 'The ageing emperor ... tried to
strengthen the loosened ties between ruler and ruled ...
He tried to win back the grace of an enraged God
through fasting and prayer.... [But Charlemagne] was
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forced to continue to govern with the help of the nobility ... There was no change in personnel - the basic
condition of all reform.' 65 Well, it depends what you
mean by change in personnel. Human beings change,
and Charlemagne was in the business of changing those
he relied on. His latter years saw an astonishing project
of renovating the elite from within, converting them to
priorities which Charlemagne naturally wrote about in
Christian terms - and not just the secular nobility but
church leaders as well, who in some ways seemed to him
the most unregenerate of the lot. Opposition was converted into negotiation, and thence, often, into active
participation, and this mattered most at the regional or
local level where things actually got done. Yet life at
Aachen, Charlemagne's de facto capital in the latter
part of his reign, however intermittently experienced by
most fideles,made this collective refashioning possible to
think. Fichtenau's last word was that there was some
hope for Europe, since Charlemagne and also because of
Charlemagne, in 'disunity which has never dissolved
into complete anarchy'. 66 Those words were written in
1949. The message is not a million miles away from
Hagen Schulze's in 1994: 'Europe achieved an inner
cohesion precisely because of its plurality'. Both formulations are, in the end, too abstract. I prefer to leave you
hearing in your imaginations the plaintive pagenses,
assembled amongst their peers with their clattering
weapons and jingling harnesses, appealing to their law,
giving their names and specific grievances to counts and
missi, trusting that in far-away Aachen Charlemagne
would be ready to hear. His strategic response to opposition was to make real and palpable the reciprocity
implicit yet inherent in the oath.
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